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ABSTRACT

An exhaustive set of Beamlet and Nova laser system simulations were pefiormed over a wide range of power levels

in order to gain understanding about the statistical trends in Nova and Beamlet’s experimental data sets, and to

provide critical validation of propagation toolsl and design “rules” applied to the 192-arm National Ignition

Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory (LLNL). The experiments considered fw modeling wem

at 220-ps FWHM duration with unpumped booster slabs on Beamlet, and 100-Ps FWHM with pumped 31.5-cm

and 46-cm disk amplifiers on Nova.z Simulations indicated that on BeamleC the AB (the intensity-dependent phase-

shift parameter charaeterizhg the tendeney towards beam filarnentation) for the booster amplifier stage without

pumping, would be nearly identical to the AB expected on NIP at the peak of a typical 20-ns long shaped pulse

intended for ICF target irradiation. Therefore, with energies less than 1 kJ in short-pulses, we examined on Beamlet

the comparable AB-driven filamentation conditions predieted for long ICF pulseshapes in the 18 kJ regime on the

NIF, while avoiding fluence dependent surfiwedamage. Various spatial filter pinhole configurations were examined

on Nova and Beamlet. Open transport spatial filter pinholes wcne used in some experiments to allow the dimet

measurement of the onset of beam fikunentation. Schlieren images on Beamlet of the fhr field irradiance measuring

the scattered light fraction outside of 33-pradians were also obtained and compamd to modeled results?

A measure of beam modulation in simulations and experiments is the time-integrated contrast value, C, &fined

as the square-root of the variance of the fluenee normalized to the average. This was correlated to the AB value

calculated for the nnpumped booster amplfler stage on Beamletj or to Nova’s 46-em dkk amplifier stage. The time-

dependent intensity contrast could be simulated but was not measured. PROP92’S unique optically-induced surhce

damage and intensity-dependent beam filamentation codes were activated fbr these shnulations~ PROP92’S damage

predictions with unpurnped booster slabs correlates very well with the measured and predicted sharp increase in

contrast C beyond about 10VO,at AB values of 1.8- 2.4 radians, depending on pinhole confifyuation. For AB-values

much above 2.2-radians with 200-~dkm cavity and transport filter pinholes, or 2.8-radians with 130-pradian

pinholes, we expect to observe filamentation-induced damage in the last booster amplifier disks and/or input spatial

filter lens. With an “open” transport filter pinhole, damage would be expeeted in the output spatial filter lens and

other down stream optics. Therefore, for “safe” operation, with margin to be determined, the AB should be limited

to 1.8 to 2.4 radians, depending on spatial filtering, corresponding to a fluence contrast of 10% or less. Applying the

contrast and AB limits to NIF requires detailed system simulations.l The measured increase in scattered t% field

energy outside of 33 p.radians at AB’s above -1.8 radians is consistent with predictions and indicates the onset d

undesirable nonlinearities.
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2. INTRODU~ION

Evidence of small-scale selHocusing (i.e., beam filamentation) damage in the amplifier slabs and spatial 61ter

lenses on both Beamlet and Nov& repeated damage to the input lens of the final spatial filter on Nova following the

Nova 46-cm diik amplifiem, and filamentation in the 3eI target chamber optics on Nova have led us to conclude that

the beam imadiance in the final atages of these systems is unexpected high. The obsemed bulk damagewould
requirean imadii in excessof 100 GW/cm2. Near-field data oii film or CCD cameras suggest that even m

stmsaful operating conditions, the peak-to-avuage modulation is typically only 1.5 to 1, resulting in * leas
. .
umdumce than mquimd for beam filamentation. It is very likely that diagnostics measuringtheintegrdednear-field
exposures for long pulses, mask high irmdiance conditions through an averaging process. Inde@ potentially him

peak imadiancea would be expected at the end of a low aatumtm“ g puke at precisely the point where peak B-iitegral

conditions are experienced. To examine thii, short-pulse experiments wem prfbrrned on Beamlet and Nova to

approximate the conditions at the end of a long saturating pulse? Data was analyzed with the goal of detenniiing

satk opemting conditions to preclude fllamcatation damage on Beamlet and Nova. Validation of the modeliig tlr

Beamlet.and Nom then allowed us to establish “safe” design and operational guidelines fm those systems and h

the NW, through detailed propagation analysis.

3. EXPERIMEIW’S

Beamlet uses an 11-0-5 amplifier architecture with 11 slab amplifiers in a 4-pass cavity, a large aprxtum pkma-

ekctrode Pockels cell, and 5 booster slabs that in most ways is proto-typical of one arm of the NIF.5 Fig. 1 shows

a schematic of the Beamlet 11-0-5 architecture. On the N’IF,each of the nearly identical 192 laser arms will use this

design, except I&a 23.5-m long cavity spatial filter and a 60-m long tmnsport spatial filter, in onkr to provide

image relaying to the frequency conversion CIYStalSand 3@ focusing optics located 66.5 meters fhm the transport

filter output lens. On Beamletj the cavity and transport filters am both 18-m long. We conducted experiments on

Nova and Beamlet to simulate the stressfid conditions at the end of high energy pulses used for target irradiation.

This type of operation poses a high damage threat since the largest B-integml value occurs during a brief interval

near the end of such pulses. During high flucnce extractio% amplifier gain significantly dcmascs during the pulse

because the early portions extract significant energy Ilom the amplifiers. To produce the desired output shape, this

effixt must be oflket by shaping the injected pulse so that its imadiance increases monotonically with time. Since the

B-integral is proportional to the imdiance, it also increases during the pulse. llmfore, the highest damage that

fhtn nonlinear growth of modulation occurs at the end of the pulse where the amplifier gain is Iowest and the B-

rntegral is highest.

To mtilc &ii eff’ we used shoti pulse lengths and reduced amplifier gains. The pulses were Gaus&n m shape

with duration’s of 220 ps on Beamlet and 100 pa on Nova The gains of the amplifiers were reduced to the gain seen

by the last photon in long energetic pulses. On Novq the amplifier gains were set to irnhate those at the end of a 1

ns flat output puke with an energy of 8 k.1 at 8 TW, a typical Nova shot. The multipass architecture of Beamlet

makes gain adjustment difficult because reducing the gain of tie cavity amplifiers aflkcts all fbur passes. lkmfbre,

Beandet tests were conducted with the cavity section fidly pumped and the booster section turned otX This

arrangement gives a lower AB in the cavity and higher AB in the booster than normal 200-Ps Beamlet operatiou but

the AB in the booster section would then be very comparable between Beamlet and NIP. We illustrate this in Fig.

2, where the B-integral value as a t%nction of position in the amplifier chain is shown on the left for BeamleC and on

the right for a NIF design. On Beamlet (without booster amplification), a 3-TW / 200-ps pulse and an 18 kJ shaped

ICF target physics pulse on NIF, give nearly the same peak AB of 1.8 to 1.9 radians in the booster amplifier slabs.



S@ai filter pinhole configurations were varied to assess the effkct of tighter spatial filtering on the quality of the

beam. On Nov% we used two difkrent pinholes in both the final (SF7) and penultimate (SF6) spatial filters. In SF6,

pinhole diametm wem 1.5 mm whkh passes angles of 100 pradkms, and 3 mm which passes 200 pradms. In

SF7, pinhole diameters were 1.8 mm ( 100_ acceptance angle) and 4 mm ( 220 pradiana). On Beamlet w

used pinhole angles of 130, 150, and 200 pradians in the cavity, and 100, 130, 150, 200 pradians and the “open

position” in the transport filter. By opening the transpmt spatial filter pinhole we can image the beam at the input

lens L3 with high resolution. To increase the resolution of the 10 output d~ostics near-field camera on Beamlet,

we installed a system with an angular acceptance up to 5 mrad (mfemmcedto main beamline). The magnification d

the system was 17.6, so each 13.5 micron square pixel of the lK x lK pixel CCD camera corresponded to 240 ~m

in the main beam. The size of the object plane was 24 x 24 cm. The estimated optical resolution was 300pm “mthe

fill size beam. Nova also has a high resolution near-field camera in its output sensor that recda an image passing
through Schott RG 1000 filter glass onto an 8 x 10 inch sheet of Kodak Tri-X film. The device was adjusted to

capture beam profika in the image plane of the transport spatkd filter (SF7) input lens. All data was normalii to

the 44 cm diameter beam. The magnification of the film image relative to the 44 cm beam was 0.459. FiIm data

was densitometered using 200pm square slits, giving a resolution of 0.436 mm per pixel. The film was -W

ilom exposures of a standard set of calibration spots, and multiple sets were used to devise an avemge density-to-

exposure curve to obtain near-field intensities. Film development was consistent over the course of these

experiments, yielding density vs. exposure curves that showed 10% reproducibility.

A SchIieren experiment was also set-upon Beamlet to examine scattered light content outside of 20, 33, and 66-

pradians.’ Instead of the conventional beam block at a fd plane, our diagnostic used a “scrapef’ mimr to scpamte

the central fbcal region fhm the regions of interest. After a sample of the incident output sensor diagnostic beam was

split and collected in an energy meter, the beam was focused onto a spherical minor that had a small circular hole

drilled in its center. Light passing through the hole was monitored by a CCD came- as an a@mnent ai~ and

collected in an energy meter for use in balance calculations. Light reflected b the mirror was collected onto near

field and f= field CCD camem systems and onto more energy meters. The angular accqtance of the diagnostic was

800-pmdkms (half-angle). Only data fkom shots that were well aligned with the Schlieren mirror hole were acapted

for analysis.

4. PROPAGATION MODELING

The computer codes to model beam propagation am sophticated assemblages of algorithms using patmbadon

techniques and apectml analysis.’ DifEacdon effects, whole-beam effec@ gain saturadm temporally resolved amfbce

damage models, filamentation (bulk damage) models, defale minor and other phase-inducing numeric models

fix spatial tiltm pinholes, am all united to simulate laser pulse pmpagadon through complicated optical chains,

predcting the field evolution of the pulse as well as material response of the various optical components. ‘Ihe

propagation de PROP%? at LLNL was used P and post-experiment to model the conditions observed during

these experiments. Previously, PROP92 was vakkded by modeling laboratory expdments to investigate the sel.f-

f~using of a 10I beam in a long timed silica sample obscured upstream by a thii wire? Calculations were also

performed using BT-GAIN, which haa been validated by modeling laboratory demonstrations of nonlinear 4-wave

mowingand conjugated “hot spot” imaging around circular obscurations.’ By adjusting various input parameters in

these simulation codes, calculated data can be generated that spans the typical clusters of experimentally obtained

data. More importantly, calculated or modeled parameters can be scaled to determine the etlicacy of the model in

light of experimental evidence.

A critical input to the modeling calculations is the short scale length phase noise distributions assigned to the

optical components, especially the amplifier disks and spatial filter lenses. We enter phase noise on the optics in



calculations as Power Spectral Density (PSD) that is derived !ium high resolution interfkrom~ of the optical

parts.’ The PSD ia a measure of the phase retardation of a tnmsmissive optic (or alternately, the phase mtardadon

due to the surhcc contour of a reflective optic) in terms of its spatial tkquencies. While the PSD has the advantage of

being a real quantity that expresses the spectral d~tribution of the wavefiont error, it does not possess any relative

phase ~onnation in the Fourier domain. Thus, simulations based on the PSD do not uniquely speci$ a given

wave- but instead an ensemble of wavethnts, each possessing similar spatial !iequmAes without n-

being ide@kal. However, PSD based aberration files have the identical phase auto-correlation distribution as the real

data tkxn which they W~ detived.

Over the last year, a database of phase noise dktributions has been compiled for the Beamlet amplifier slabs but

very little for Nova amplifier disks. Fortunately we were able to use the Beamlet database, as interferometer

measurements showed that the phase noise distributions of a Nova amplifier disk were ve~ similar to those for

BeamIet slab 19. Slab type 19 is characterized by a 4.62-rim r.m.s. total transmitted wavefimt error with 1.49,

2.17, and3.80-mn r.m.s. distributed over the ranges tlom 0.5 to 6 mm, 6 mm to 33 mm, and greater than 33 mm

scale lengths, respectively. We were able to get good agreement with Nova data by using Beamlet slab 19 phase

noise data with power scaled up by a Ibctor of 2.25. In addition to amplifier disk phase noise, the simulations also

accounted for apadally varying gain and apodiadon of the beaq including outer edge profiles an~ in the case of

Nov~ the central vertical strip apodizer for the split-disk amplifiers. The Nova calculations modeled the 31.5 and

46-cm disk ampliiler sections and spatial filters up to powers of 1O-TW(or AB of 5 radians in 46-cm amplifier

stage).

For the BeamIet modeliig, simulations were performed up to 7 TW power ( AB up to 3.63 radhns) with 130-pR

pinholes, and up to 5-TW power (AB up to 2.60 radians) with 200-PR cavity pinholes. The beam size was 34 x 34

cm at the 1°A power level. An end-to-end model fix the Beandet system, beginning with the beam shaping

apodkrs, including the 4-pass rod amplifier, tit-end telescope systems, and deformable mirror was construct@

and as it turns out was essential fbr the simulations to fit the various data sets, with pinhole and power variations.

Based on the Beamlet amplifier slab type-16, simulated phase aberration files weze used throughout these runs with

no power sade-up factor. Slab type 16 is cbmkxizd by a 3.84-Iuu r.m.s. transmitted wavefiont emor with 1.19,

1.49, and 3.33-rim r.m.s. distributed over the ranges tim 0.5 to 6 mm, 6 mm to 33 mm, and greater than 33 mm

scale lengt@ respectively. Simulated phase files for the small components in the fhmt-en4 the cavity and trampxt

spatial filter lenses, the Pockel’s cell cvatal, and amplifier disks were taken tiom the component data base.’ The

Pockel’s cell data was rotated through 90 degrees so that the diamond-tuned difhction lines would be near verti~

as they appear on Beamlet Low power (1 TW) runs were perfimned to determine the 39-actuator def-le mimr

corrections and also to extract the input beam shape to give a nominally flat output. F@re 3 shows the simulated

and measured profiles for the beam injected into the main 4-pass cavity of Beamlet. The predicted contrast of 4.78

0/0 is in excellent agreement with the measured contrast of 4.55 O/O. This provides a lower limit to the fluence

contmst of the Bemdet system.

Spatial resolution in the simulations was varied to provide a self~nsistency check. Typically, 512 x 512 points

were used on a 50-cm computational gri~ but some checking was done at i K x 1 K resolution under conditions cf

high beam modulation. Comparison with a 1 K point run (each takes -13 bra.) at 5 TW power with 200 pradian

cavity and transport pinholes indicated that the 512-point run over-estimates the contrast at the input spatial filter

lens L3 by -16%, but under-estimates the contrast by -8 YOat the output relay plane. The 99% modulation value is

over-estimated by -20% at L3, and under estimated by 8°Aat the output plane. At high AB (over 2.4 radians) and

high contrast (C X.25) at L3 with 200 pradian pinholes, the standard 512 point runs become aliases as they do not

have adequate spatial resolution in components where the beam begins to develop fdamentation. As another check a



1 K point run was performpd at 5 TW with 130-@Zcavity and transport pinholes. The higher resolution run gave

an 1I“Ah@er peak intensity value at L3, but the conlrast and F99Y0numbers were very close at L3 and the output

plane. Temporal resolution was increased thin 5 to 7 time-slices at 512 x 512 points, but fix contrasts of 25 YO

(0.25) or less it appeared that five time slices was sutllcient to guamntee proper nonlinear treatment of the high

intensity portions of the beam.

5. DATA REDUCTION

Standard statistical methods wens applied to analyze both experimental and simulated data. The near-field

intensity profiles were analyzed at stdected positions along the propagation path, varying observed peak powers (and

hence AB) for a tixed set of pinholes. Near-field imagea wem analyzed by extracting small 5 x 5 cm subregionsh

the overall beam image and conducting a statktical analysis on the patch. The submage was chosento avoid M

beam edge efTeclsand to obtain a sample of the beam with relatively constant background irradiance. From the

simulations, having fewer available pixels but no artikt$ we extracted a 15x 15 cm patch h the centem of ~

fluence profile and perfbrmed the same statistical analysis. For each data patch a h~togram was constructed giving

the number of pixels occurring at each fluence. ‘he Wograrns m normalized so that the area under each curve is

equal to one. The shape of the histogmrn depends on the power, which is ~mearly proportional to the AB value I&

the booster slabs or disks. At low power the spatial profile of the beam is generrdly quite uniform and the histogram

tends to be narrow and shmply peaked about the average fluence. As power increases, beam quality degra@ i.e.,

the irradknce modulation of the beam grows and the histogram tends to broaden, decrease in amplitude, and develop

a noticeable skew towards higher intensity.z

We found that the most robust figure of merit ibr assessing beam quality below and at the onset of beam

fikunentation was the second moment of the hiiogram, which measures the width, or the variation of the histogmm

about its mean. The contmst ratio C is defined to be C = wrt( fil.l,~Fi - F,~2)/F,W ,where F,% is the avemge

fluence of the patch analyti N is the number of pixels in the patch, and Fi is the fluence of each pixel. This

quantity was calculated for each patch analyzed. As a measme of the peak modulatio~ we also calculated the 9!?*

percentile, F* which is the fluence (ii units of FM ) below which 99% of the pixels occur. At moderate contmsts,
C <().1, FW = 1 + 2.3 C since the fluence hMogram resembles a Gaussian dkibution.

6. BEAMLET COMPARISON

We calculated beam statistics h the Beamlet shot data and cumpared them to computer simulations for fix

pinhole configmtions. The pinhole acceptance angles @adians) fw the cavity and transport filters in each case werw

130/operL 130/130, 200/opes4 and 200/200 respectively. Figures 4 (le% right sides) shows the contrast ratio C, as

a fimction of the booster section’s B-integral for the 200/open and 130/open pinhole configurations. Figures 5 ~

right sides) shows the corresponding flwmce modulation. The solid squares am the results of the computer

simulations and the shot data are represented by the circles. ‘lhe error bam shown are *15°A fix the contrast and

MO% for modulation. Due to beam nonuniformity, some data showed larger variation than thii. The agreement with

experimental trends is good. It appears that we may be over-estimating the conbast and modulation at AD >2.5

mdians for 200/open case (Figs. 4), and under-estimating the experimented quantities for the 130/open case (F@ 5).

Note that the rate of change of the contrast ratio is quite gradual fm low values of B-integml but incmses

dramatically at high B values. The rate of increase is much steeper with the larger Caviv pinholes and indicates an

increased optical damage risk, particularly with nonuniform beams. Earlier simulations that did not include the

front-end model required that the disk ampfifier slab noise be increased in power by three-times in order to fit the

130/open data. This caused the contrast prediction of the 200/open data to lie well above experimental points at low



power, and rise more rapidly than the data at high power. Including the noise injected from the tlont-end has brought

the data at 130/open and 200/open into better agreement.

To control beam modulation down stream of the lransport filter requires a tight pinhole in the filter. Figures 6

(Iefi right sides) shows the contrast data and predictions for the 200/200 cd@mtmn“ (M) and 130/130, and
130/100 configurations (right). Wkh 200-@ian transpoti pinholes, the contmst is lower fbr AB ~ radians but

still rises quite rapidly afkwds. The tight lWpmdian transport pinhole (right side, Fig. 6) controls the

modulation over a wide power range (up to AB -3 radi~ or equivalently S.8 TW power). However,iiuther
analysisindicatesthe possibility of energy 10SSof several percent due to clipping at the 100-pmdian pinhole, a high

sensitivity to pinhole misalignment and the possibility of increased modulation due to the ‘Gibbs” e!kct at the

pinhole (Fourier transform) plane,

Figure 7 shows a collection of the Schlieren energy data mentioned earlier. We plot data for 130/o~ 130/100,

200/open, 200/200 pinhole configurations, and values obtaiied from high dynamic range 1co fir ileld measurements

fiwm selected Beamlet shots. At low power (up to 1 ~ the scattered energy ftaction outside 33-pra&ms fiwtuates

between 1 and 2 Yo, but begins to rise with power up to 5- 8 YO at 4 TW. Simulations predict a more rapid rise

with the larger cavity pinhole ccmfigumtions, but the data shows higher scatted energy with the 130/100 _

pinholes. Experimental difficulty and large data set variations (not all data shown here) indicates that we should not

draw too many conclusions. However, at powers above about 4 TW (AB -2 ndkms), as the contrast measurements

indicate a rapid rise in fluence modulation, the Schlieren data sets also indicate the onset of incmsed light scatter,

which is consistent with the nonlinear growth of intensity-dependent spatial phase modulation and beam

fikynentation (self-focusing).

7. NOVA COMPARISON

As in the Beamlet case, we calculated beam statistics fbm Nova data and compared the results to simulations h

four pinhole configumtions. The Nova beam contains an additional feature pronounced long scale length intensity

fluctuations in the aperture. Obtrdrimg a record of the noise sources fm Nova was difficult as we had phase

measurements of only one31 cm disk. Siiee this measurement yielded &mcterMcs stillar to Beamlet’s slab 19

interfkrometric &@ we used the latter with power scaled by 2.25 fm matchmg data fbr all amplifiers in the Nova

simulations.

Figure 7 (left side) shows the contrast ratio plotted against the B in the 46 cm seetion fbr the Nova standad

200/200 ~dians pinhole cdiguration as well as the 100/200 pmdians case. No& B in this figure was computed

fbm the inadhum at the input lens to the final (SF7) filter, ignoring any pinhole effects in SF7. However, the

pinhole was present and energy loss was noted in experiments at the higher imadiancas. This graph suggests that

unlike Beamleg Nova can tolerate higher values of B befbm the onset of rapid beam degmdadon. We attriiute this

higher threshold to the filtering action of SF7. The agreement between data and simulations that use the scaled noise

sources is quite good. In particular, it is apparent that tighter filtering in the penultimate filter (SF6) extends the

threshold for beam degradation.

Figure 7 (right side) shows comparisons of two other pinhole configurations: 100/100 @dians and 200/100

pradkns. In this figure, simulations are ftiling to match experimental data. Ind@ it is somewhat counter-intuitive

that the tighter fikering in both the penultimate (SF6) and final (SF7) filters appears to make the beam degrade

sooner. The 200/ 100 #radkms data is more in line with our curnmt understanding of the filtering process. FuRher

tests to measure the noise sources entering the final stages on Nova may provide some insight into these

phenomena. The current standard pinhole configumtion is 200 pradians fw Spatial Filter 6’s output and 200
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pmdians fw Spatial Filter 7’s input. Generally, Nova behaves as cxpcdcd fium the simulations. However, unlike

Bcamlets data sets, some of the high power Nova tests indicate that the near-field modulation incmasea with tighter

filtering (Fig. 7 ,right side). We suspect that the soume terms in the model arc insufficient B-T gain C.alcuMlons

indicate that noise terms produced by optics in the preamplifier section of NOVZ those upstream from the 31.5 cm

and 46 cm amplifier stage% can undergo large nonlinear power growth. Furthermore, such noise terms cannot

practically be removed ilum the beam by Nova’s spatial filtem. Mag@ii filters like Nova’s reduce the spectml

angles of the beam passing through them, making it difficult to remove early-stage noise without seriously

distmbiig the imadiance profile of the beam. This noise gets “cliiped” at the tight transport filter, giving rise to
“Gibbs” ringing or modulation in the near field irradkmce profile, at spatial kpencka chamcteristic of the pinhole

cut-off angle. Nova’s near field data at powers above 8 TW shows this dfkcg as “hot” spots develop in the beam

with a characteristic scale size of W - l-cm with a 100-pmdian pinhole angle.

8. SUMMARY

In the Beamlct teats we measuredthenear-field profile in the plane where the crystals arc locate4 five meters past

the output lens of the transpt filter. As was observed in the Nova tests, fbr AB values less than 1.8 radm, the

contrast ratio has a value of 8*A(0.08), which, within emor, is independent of the pinhole size. As AB incmscs

above 1.8, the system with the smaller 130/100 ~kms pinholes shows a substantially slower rise in contrast ratio

than those with the larger 200/’200 pradians pinholes. Thii result is in ageemcnt with modeling calcukttions (but

contradicts results obtained on Nova), indkating that there am no unidentified large sources of noise on Beamlet.

Fmm the data we conclude that Beamlet with 200 yrad- pinholes in the cavity and transport filter crm satkly

operate up to a B value in the booster amplifier of 1.8. If the p“tioles can be reduced to 130 pradkms fbr the final

pass through the cavity and 100 mkns in the transpoti filter, the safe operating limit appears to be at a B value cf

2.4. Although not shown here, the PROP92 simulations indicated the likelihood of significant beam fikuncntation

in the last booster slab, or in L3 at a AB (in booster slabs) above 2.2 radians with 200 pradkm cavity pinholes, or

above 2.8 radians with 130 p.mdian pinholes. Figure 4 indicates that this filamentation onset occum at a fluence

contrast of- 0.15, or 15%. The temporal peak contrast (not shown) at thk point is 0.4 -0.5 depending on the

particular simulation. The 99% percentile modulation can exceed 4 to 1 and the peak intensities can be 10 times the

spatial average, resulting in intensities exceeding 40 GW/cm2 in the last booster slab or in L3. Catastrophic beam

fiiamentation and cdlapsc will follow in a few cm distance causing mukiple damage tracks in the bulk matexid and

at the exit surfkce. Since this damage occurs prior to the transport filter, “safe” opcmtion requires that we stay below

these limits with a certain margin for operational variations.

On Novq with the presently used spatial filter pinholes and beam uniformity (or lack theseof), peak AB’s should

be restricted to a redline value of 1.8 radians and normal operation should be - 90% ofthii value, or 1.6 radians.

For example, 1 na time operation should be limited to 6 TW/6 kJ and normal operation to 5 TW/5 kJ.

Simulations and experiments at these powers and AB levels show that the near-field imadiance fluctuations =

modeag i.e., the contrast ratio of the beam’s irradancc prior to filtering is +.1, and after fikering is about half tlds

value. At these reduced powers and energies, the contrast ratio appears to be independent of pinhole size h

acceptance half angles between 100 pradians and 200 @aq i.e., pinhole dmeters of 1.5 mm to 3 mm in the

penultimate filter and 1.8 mm to 3.6 mm in the final filter.

Minimizing the 10I irradiance fluctuations at the tkqucncy conversion c@als is extremely important to control

beam filamentation at 3oI in the target chamber or focusing vessel final optics, and depends on good beam

uniformity and the optimum pinhole sizes in cavity and transport filters. If the operation of Nova is restricted to

AB’sof less than 1.8 radians, it should provide a reasonable margin against damage. On Beamlet and the NIF, a AB
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of 2.4 radians in the boos~r arnplifiem could & tolerated (with acceptable margin to be determined), with 130 or

100 pradian pinholes. The= actions should reduce the damage and filamentation threat to the conversion crystals

and UV optics.
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Figure 1. Beamlet and NIF 11-0-5 baseline designs are very similar. Beamlet uses 18-m spatial tiltem, whereas NIF

will use 23.5-m cavity and 60-m transport filter lengths. Beamlet injects beam into cavity filter pinhole plane as

shown, whereas NIP will use the transport filter for beam injeetion.
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Figure 2. B-integral plots for a 200-ps duration pulse on Beamlet (left) with unpumped booster amplifiem, and for

a 20-ns shaped pulse for NIF (right). AB in the booster amplifier sections are similar for the two cases.
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Simulated Injection Beam Measured Injection Beam

Contrast from simulations:

0.0478 (4.78 %)

Figure 3.

Measured contrast from equivalent

plane film data (ref. b6081 916):

0.0455 (4.55 =70)

Frnnt-end mndeI for Besmlet generstes m injsction bssm profile for the 4-psss main cavity that is

very close to messured shape. and fluence cnntmst.
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Figure 4. Contrast measurements and predictions for Bemnkt with open transport pinhole that allows us to

measure the nonlinear growth of modulation for the mrpumped booster amplifier stage,
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Figure 5. Fluence modulation (Fw) at the 99* percentile of the thence histogram with open transport pinhole

verifies the damage threat above AB -2.2 with 200/open and AB -2.8 with 130/open configurations.
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Figure 6. Transport spatial filtering is used to control the near field modulation and damage threat to down stream

optics. Contrast shown for 200/200-pradian and 130/130, 130/100-pradian transport pinholes.
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Figure 7. ScMieren data set for Beamlet. Scattered light fiction in fiwfield outaide 33-IJradian. The transport filter

pinhole size has less effect on scattered energy than the cavity pinholes. Energy rises rapidly after AB -2 radians at

3.8 TW power.
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Contraat ratio vs. AB in 46-cm disk amplifier stage for two pinhole configurations on Nova. Current

standard pinholes are 200-p.radian forSF6and200-pradkznforSF7.Ploton rightshows Nova results

with 100-pradian transport pinhole SF7, and 100 or 200-Wdian SF6 pinhole.
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